FOOD HANDLING

From field to warehouse to market, Cascade attachments are there every step of the way.

Lift truck attachments
for all your food handling needs.

Whether your business is fresh
goods or frozen; boxes, bags or
bottles…Cascade can handle it.
Cascade's extensive line of products for the food industry
makes your food handling processes easier. From cold
storage options to specialized attachments that handle
warm bakery goods, we have the solution for you.
Cascade Layer Pickers speed up and improve warehousing
and logistics abilities allowing you to set new benchmarks
for efficiency. Multiple Load Handlers will revolutionize the
way you work with the ability to move up to six loads at
a time. Push/Pulls save money by shipping, receiving and
warehousing loads on less expensive slipsheets rather
than pallets. Carton Clamps improve warehouse space
utilization and allow for palletless handling. Let our mobile
weighing solutions save you both time and money as
our intelligently designed iForks weigh your product
as you move it.
Cascade products are durable, dependable and are made
to stand the test of time.

Layer Pickers

Multiple Load Handlers

Push/Pulls

Food warehouses and distribution
facilities can benefit from the speed
and versatility of the Layer Picker.
When building mixed load pallets, the
Cascade Layer Picker handles single
or multiple layers of both canned and
bottled product, eliminating costly
manual labor.

Use the same lift truck to handle either
single or multiple loads. These highly
versatile attachments allow you to
achieve the productivity gains of
multiple load handling without
sacrificing the ability to handle
single pallets. Forks are hydraulically
positioned for fast and efficient
material handling.

Push/Pulls allow you to ship, receive
and warehouse unit loads on inexpensive
slip sheets rather than pallets. Using
slip sheets eliminates the cost of pallet
purchase, maintenance, disposal and
storage while increasing cube utilization.

Carton Clamps

Produce Handlers

iForks Pro

Carton Clamps allow palletless handling,
which saves money on pallet purchasing,
maintenance, shipping and storage. Also
improves warehouse space utilization.

The Produce Handler reduces the number
of trips that are needed to load a truck
by a third, allowing you to move more
loads faster, minimize damage and stay
competitive. Also helps your organization
stay green by the realized energy savings.

Effective on practically any lift truck
with an ISO hook-on carriage. These
unique and innovative forks let you
weigh your product as you lift it. Being
wireless, the system can be installed
onto any forklift in a matter of minutes.

Whatever the application, we can handle it.

Rotators

Magnetic Fork Covers - DAGS

Forward Bin Dumpers

Add 360° revolving motion, in both
directions, to truck forks. Used for
load inverting and dumping loads.

Ideal for handling a wide variety
of loads. When confronted with an
awkward or slippery load like barrels,
metal boxes or cages, the lift truck
driver can install the covers on the
forks in a matter of seconds, improving
stability and decreasing the chances of
the load slipping off the forks.

Designed to easily accommodate various
bin heights, Cascade Forward Bin
Dumpers are versatile attachments ideal
for handling bins of all sizes. Can easily
accommodate various bin heights by
manually adjusting the top bin stops.

Stationary Load Inverter
A reliable, economical and efficient
means of inverting loads. Allows
transfer of product to pallet or slipsheet,
freezer spacer removal, damaged
pallet exchange or damaged carton
replacement. Also provides system
for damaged product recovery from
bottom of stack.
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